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Regarding: Docket No. APHIS-2015-0057-0001, “Importation, Interstate Movement, and Environmental 
Release of Certain Genetically Engineered Organisms. 
  
I would like to introduce myself. I am Allen Van Deynze, the associate director for the University of 
California Plant Breeding Center.  I have worked in development of crops for the last 20 years.  I am 
currently breeding peppers and spinach for conventional and organic production. I am writing this letter to 
point out that we are at an important time in plant breeding, especially for public scientist and organic 
production with large challenges and opportunities.  
 
I would like to commend APHIS for recognizing and learning from near 30 years of experience with 
about 1000 notifications and permits per year, and 159 applications for deregulation, without a single 
safety issue. All issues have been regulatory. The proposed regulations are a step in the scientific direction 
recognizing that DNA technology per se has no safety or environmental hazard. This is well documented 
and has been reaffirmed by the recent National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine report 
in 2016, https://nas-sites.org/ge-crops/ and acknowledged by the APHIS as “the Agency has discovered 
that the expressed phenotype of the regulated organism provides the most reliable indicator of the 
organism's potential for deleterious effects on plants and plant products.” 
 

1. APHIS conceptually recognizes part of this in its latest proposal in defining a genetically 
engineered organism by excluding: 1) (1) the genetic modification to the organism is solely a 
deletion of any size or a single base pair substitution which could otherwise be obtained through 
the use of chemical- or radiation-based mutagenesis; or  

2.  the genetic modification to the organism is solely introducing only naturally occurring nucleic 
acid sequences from a sexually compatible relative that could otherwise cross with the recipient 
organism and produce viable progeny through traditional breeding (including, but not limited to, 
marker-assisted breeding, as well as tissue culture and protoplast, cell, or embryo fusion); or  

3. the organism is a “null segregant”. 
 
Unfortunately, APHIS misses the concept in its implementation beginning with its definition of GE and 
trying to eliminate things one-by-one. This falls into the trap that APHIS is in now of having an outdated 
system. By having a technology-driven regulation and definition, APHIS regulations will be outdated 
before it is issued as technology is already ahead of the current definitions and will continue to so. For 
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example, the products of new breeding technologies are not distinguishable from those of conventional 
breeding, thus they should be regulated like conventional breeding. 

Reasons for a Product-Based Regulation and Regulation of only Truly Novel Products 

• By having a product –based regulatory system USDA/APHIS will always be at the forefront 
technology.

• 30 years of experience on 1000s of applications with no safety issues.  The vast majority of GE 
research permits on plants are for crop improvement on well-studied crops and well-studied traits 
in targeted crop and many other crops.  Sexual compatibility should not be a barrier to crop 
improvement.  Genomic studies show that genomes are fluid and even within the same species 
10%-20 of genes are represented in some varieties and not others. (Chia, Song et al. 2012). A 
simple yet obvious example is the difference between a sweet pepper and a spicy one in Capsicum 
annuum, which is a natural deletion in sweet peppers of 2500 base pairs. In  habanero pepper (C. 
chinense) a 1-2 bp deletion in the same gene also changes a very pungent pepper to a sweet one, 
yet APHIS is proposing differentiatially regulating similar changes as those found in nature by 
regulating anything but small deletions (Stellari, Mazourek et al. 2010). Shall we take all sweet 
peppers off the market?

• Thousands of studies and whitepapers including the 2016 National Academy of Sciences 
concluding that the risk of GE crops is no different from conventional plant breeding with no 
safety issue.

• Established and successful models such as the FDA regulations based on product.
• Established successful model such the Novel Products Act in Canada
• Plant Breeding is the filter.  Plant breeding has an amazingly safe history of delivering plant 

products.  This is because, regardless of the source of variation, all plant varieties released are 
tested for performance for yield, resistance to abiotic and biotic stresses and quality based on 
continuing dialogue with farmers, processors and consumers.  If a plant variety does not meet the 
standards based on testing over multiple generations in 10s- 100s of field trials across years and 
target environments, it is not released. These are released based on well-established scientific 
principles.  A single variety is selected and tested from 10,000’s of plants and only those meeting 
the standards are released regardless of the method used to produce it. There are no ethical 
problems in screening 100,000s of thousands of plants and eliminating the poor performers.

• Products of new breeding technologies (precision breeding) are highly targeted, highly studied and 
indistinguishable from conventional breeding. Although, there are reports on non-targeted 
modifications using early versions of gene editing technologies, recent studies show no such 
detectable results (Ueta, Abe et al. 2017) with the technologies continuously improving. Plants are 
not animals or humans. As these traits are non-distinguishable from conventional breeding, they 
are not detectable, thus should not be regulated differently.

• Crop plants and agriculture are highly regulated.  Products of agriculture, both plant and seed are 
regulated under the noxious weed act, Plant Protection Act, Food and Drug Administration, 
Environmental Protection Agency and APHIS. Additionally, quality and production seeds are 
highly regulated by worldwide agencies such as the Association of Official Seed Certifying 
Agencies, State seed and plant quarantines (e.g. California Department of Agriculture), National 
Organic Act, etc. Experience is that these agencies are highly effective in delivering safe plant 
products to humans, animals and environment.  Should crop plants with crop traits be regulated at 
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all? Regulation should be product-based and limited to truly novel traits in unknown plant 
species based on established literature worldwide, not just US studies. 

 BRS claims that they regulate the product and that Biotechnology should not be the trigger for
regulation, thus the BRS needs a new name.

Noxious Weed Act 
APHIS is proposing to expand its scope under the noxious weed act.  This has many implications 

beginning with perception that a product that is produced using genetic engineering is a noxious weed 
until deregulated, a system that goes against all science that indicates the opposite ( ee above). APHIS is 
recommending a pre-application and data package to determine if a new crop and trait should be 
regulated. This is regulation. No other products of breeding require these packages as varieties are highly 
tested with an impeccable record of accomplishment (See Plant Breeding is the Filter). 

Moving Forward 
Being in agriculture all my life and working with biotech products for the last 25 years, I recognize the 
importance of working within a system and having harmony of systems not to disrupt trade.  
Unfortunately, the regulation of genetically engineered crops has done just that with GE being used as 
significant trade barriers.  Within  the current system, APHIS could thus use the recommendations from 
the National Academy of Sciences and 30 years of experience over 100,00 trials and regulate only truly 
novel crops or (not and) novel traits. It should rely on and not duplicate its current legislation for other 
regulatory bodies to regulate the product (see Crops and Agriculture is Highly Regulated). By definition, a 
crop or cultivated plant has a product that is useful and studied. Similarly, if a trait is safe in one crop, it is 
highly likely to be safe in another. In conclusion, APHIS should lead the way scientifically and not 
regulate based on process. This can be achieved by regulating only truly novel products (production of 
pharmaceuticals or novel industrial compounds) regardless of method obtained. Modifications in 
agronomic, horticultural and quality traits for agriculture should be treated as conventional breeding, by 
exempting them from any special regulations on genetically engineering, i.e. by the BRS. 

Sincerely,
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